
Monday 11/14/2022
Week 2

Performing Arts First Grade
Lesson 8 Cooking up some Music
The objective of this lesson is for the students to be able to understand the culture and rhythm pattern of the waltz and to
explore the glockenspiel instrument by using colored foods to strike the colored glockenspiel keys. Students will also be
able to play a song on the glockenspiel at the end of the lesson.
Vocabulary
Spoon instrument
Waltz
Glockenspiel

Lesson / Instruction / Narrative
Teacher will start the class by singing the hello song, with body percussion.

Teacher: "Hello First Grade, I'm glad to see you, I'm glad you're in my class."

Students: "Hello Ms. Booth, I'm glad to see you, I'm glad you're in my class."

Teacher will introduce the "Cooking with Music" lesson by reading the book "Run Remy Run" from the Disney movie
Remy Ratatouille. Teacher will discuss the setting of the story (Paris, France) and how Remy secretly helped the chef
cook. Teacher will give each student a spoon instrument and students will learn the waltz rhythm to a French song from
the movie. (1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3) They will play it altogether. The teacher will collect the spoons. Then, the teacher will
introduce glockenspiels to the students. The teacher will give each student a glockenspiel and a baggie with some food
items in it. The students will pull out 3 food items and match the colors of their food to the color of the keys on the
glockenspiel. They will play out the pattern several times. Then, the class will draw 4 food items then play that pattern.
They will keep adding one food on, until they play a long pattern or the time is up. The teacher will hand out song sheets
and the students will try to play a song on the glockenspiel by matching the colored notes to the colored keys. Teacher
will collect glockenspiels and draw from the reward star jar if there is enough time. Teacher will close the lesson by
singing the goodbye song.

Teacher: "Goodbye first grade, I'm glad to see you, I'm glad you're in my class."

Students: "Goodbye Ms. Booth, I'm glad to see you, I'm glad you're in my class."
Materials / Resources / Technology
Remi rat
Teacher chef hat
Student chef hats
spoons
glockenspiels
pattern baggies
Colored note song sheets
star jar
Differentiation / Modifications
Teacher will model how to use the music instruments. Teacher will walk around the room, helping individual students.
Teacher will provide extra time and positive reinforcement. Teacher will check for understanding.
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